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Chère Maryse, 

ladies and gentlemen, 

Dear friends,  

 

I am very pleased to welcome you here in 

the French residence. To welcome you, dear 

Maryse. To welcome as well your family, 

your husband, Franz and your daughter 

Margot but also all your friends. The 

impressive number of them here tonight 

shows your great popularity. It is obviously 

the result of a brilliant career and of a 

permanent commitment to promote French 

business in HK. But maybe more importantly, 

it shows that you are a close and dear friend 

to all of them.  

 

We are all gathered here for the bestowal 

ceremony of the prestigious French title of 

“Chevalier de l’Ordre National du Mérite” 

upon you, dear Maryse.  
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This order was founded in 1964 by 

President Charles de Gaulle to reward 

women and men of great achievements, 

women and men who, not only distinguished 

themselves by their outstanding talents and 

skills but also by their exceptional 

contribution to France and to the values of 

France.   

Chère Maryse, 

You started you career in the finance sector, 

working for large French banks, first in 

Europe and then here in HK, perceiving 

before the others the potential of this 

territory.  

You then moved to consulting where you 

quickly understood the potential appeal of 

French brands to HK customers since you 

contributed to the success in Hong Kong of 

the child fashion brand “Tartine & Chocolat”. 
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In the early 2000’s, you decided to dedicate 

your many talents and relentless energy to 

the development of economic ties between 

France, Hong Kong and China. There again 

you were a pionneer. You conceived and 

organized a major conference called “le 

Monde chinois – L’avenir en marche”. This 

conference, inaugurated in 2003 by the 

Chief Executive, gathered more than 300 

entrepreneurs, sinologists and top French 

officials, all of them eager to better 

understand the challenges and many 

opportunities brought by the rise of China. 

Thanks to your dedication and hard work, 

this event was a large success and is still 

remembered by its participants for the 

quality of its exchanges. 

Since 2008, as the Executive Director of the 

French Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

in Hong Kong (French chamber), you have 

used your numerous professional and 

personal skills, with a boundless and 

constant dedication, to successfully promote 
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the economic ties between France and 

Hong Kong. Thanks to your efforts and 

those of your team, the Chamber has 

become a major actor of the French 

presence in Hong Kong. It gained a strong 

recognition from HK officials as well as from 

the business sector. Actually, when you ask 

HK people about Fce, the French chamber 

is pretty much always mentioned, coming 

maybe only after prestigious wine and luxury 

bags and, I must say, too often before the 

french consulate.  

Chère Maryse, 

Under your able and energetic leadership, 

the Chamber helps every year more than 40 

French companies establish in the Hong 

Kong market.  

You have rightly and efficiently devoted 

much energy to help SMEs in particular, 

developing a wide range of services and 

initiatives to support them, should that be to 

find an importer, a distributor, or to establish 
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here. You launched a monthly SMEs lunch, 

and created the Business Advisors Group, 

to coach young businessmen who are 

growingly coming to HK.  

Ladies and gentlemen, 

The Chamber recently celebrated its 800th 

member, thus becoming the biggest 

European chamber in Hong Kong. It is the 

result of a growing French presence, which I 

think is highly discernible just walking 

through the streets of Stanley. But it is 

obviously as well the result of the hard work 

of the Chamber’s team, which has 

established the Chamber as a platform of 

information, connection, inspiration and 

influence.  
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Dear Maryse,  

Besides your professional success, you 

have always been keen to giving back to the 

community. You have been especially active 

in promoting the role of women in business. 

You therefore successfully created the 

Women on board club which assists women 

in their career and create mutual solidarity. 

Through your work capacity, your energy, 

your dedication, your talents, your 

professionalism, and your great human 

qualities, you preciously contributed and will 

continue to contribute to the influence of 

France and to the promotion of French 

interests in Hong Kong, as well as to the 

unity of this thriving business community.  
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Dear Maryse, 

In recognition for your outstanding 

achievements in the service of France and 

for your exceptional contribution to the 

strengthening of the relations between 

France and Hong Kong I am proud to 

bestow upon you the title of Knight in the 

“Ordre national du mérite”, as a sign of 

appreciation for the great work of a highly 

commendable citizen of France. 

Maryse Kraatz, au nom du Président de la 

République et en vertu des pouvoirs qui me 

sont conférés, je vous fais Chevalier de 

l’Ordre national du mérite. 


